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Chapter 1 
 

 

Introduction 
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Clinical Considerations of Metastatic Brain Cancer 

 

 The ability of cancer cells to invade local tissues and vasculature, ultimately leading to the 

development of metastatic lesions, is an accepted hallmark of cancer [1].  This sequential process 

generally involves the formation of the primary tumour, localized tissue/vascular invasion, cell 

detachment with cell cycle arrest, cell extravasation into the metastatic site, then micro-/macro-metastatic 

lesion formation. The predicted distribution of potential metastatic sites, for any individual patient, is 

highly dependent on the primary tumour site, tumour histology, and tumour stage [2]. 

 

 Approximately 8-10% of cancer patients with solid tumours will develop symptomatic brain 

metastases during the course of their disease, making this clinical entity an important public health issue 

to be addressed [3]. Approximately 150,000 individuals in the United States will be diagnosed with brain 

metastases annually.  The majority of brain metastases arise from lung cancer, breast cancer, melanoma, 

colorectal cancer, and renal cancer [4].  Anatomically, 80% of brain metastases are located in the cerebral 

hemisphere with the remaining 20% located cerebellum and brainstem [5].  Symptoms and signs related 

to brain metastases can include headaches, seizures, and focal neurological deficits due to brain tissue 

destruction, peritumoral edema, vascular damage, and/or raised intracranial pressure [6].  These effects 

can have a profound impact on patients in terms of patient morbidity and premature mortality. 

 

 The appropriate management of brain tumour symptoms with corticosteroids and 

anticonvulsants is an important prerequisite for the utilization of other therapeutic strategies.  Treatment 

selection for any individual patient can depend on various patient and brain metastases specific 

characteristics as well as patient preferences and the declared overall goal of therapy.  Additionally, there 

is an important clinical imperative to optimize the therapeutic ratio between positive (survival benefit, 

intracranial/intralesional control, and reduction of steroid dependency) and negative effects (treatment 

toxicity including neurocognitive effects, and treatment futility) of any delivered therapy. 

 

 In general, therapy options can include neurosurgical resection, whole brain radiotherapy, 

stereotactic radiotherapy/radiosurgery, and chemotherapy/targeted therapy [6], or combinations of these 

approaches.  Neurosurgical resection can be clinically useful for obtaining histology when not otherwise 

available; or for the management of urgent clinical issues such as raised intracranial pressure, ventricular 

obstruction, and/or for reducing tumoral mass effects.  A number of randomized studies comparing 

surgery and WBRT generally have shown a superior outcome for surgery particularly in the case of a 

solitary brain metastasis. Whole brain radiotherapy is commonly used in patients with multiple brain 

metastases with known clinical benefits (from older randomized controlled trial data from the 1980’s) of 
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increased survival, improved intracranial control, and decreased steroid use.  The development of 

stereotactic radiosurgery and fractionated stereotactic radiotherapy in the early 1990’s have offered a 

non-invasive alternative for surgical resection for patients with a limited number of BM.  In patients with 

good prognosis disease, more aggressive therapy (neurosurgical resection ± WBRT or SRS ± WBRT) has 

been associated with improvements in survival, performance status, prevention of neurological death, and 

intralesional and intracranial control [7].  Drug therapy historically only plays a limited role in the 

management of brain metastases, and is usually reserved for patients with recurrent disease or for 

particular cancer histologies with active systemic agents (e.g. breast cancer, melanoma). 

 

Table 1. Brain Metastases Treatment Nomenclature. 

Concept Acronym Definition 
   
Whole Brain 
Radiotherapy 

WBRT External-beam radiotherapy treatment of entire cranial contents  

Stereotactic 
Radiosurgery 

SRS Lesional high-precision external beam radiotherapy that utilizes 
image-guidance to focus extremely hypofractionated single dose 
treatment 

Simultaneous 
In-field Boost 

SIB External beam radiotherapy usually to both a microscopic and 
macroscopic volume at the same time 

Fractionated 
Stereotactic 
Radiation 
Therapy 

fSRT External-beam radiation therapy using hypofractionated treatment 
with multiple fractions 

Lesional 
Radiotherapy 

 External-beam radiotherapy of the brain lesion(s) alone without 
WBRT 

Neurosurgical 
Resection 

 Use of neurosurgical techniques for the surgical resection of brain 
metastasis(es) 

Single Brain 
Metastasis 

 One brain metastasis detected by imaging in the cranium 

Solitary Brain 
Metastases 

 One brain metastasis detected by imaging in the cranium AND 
absence of extracranial metastatic disease 

 

Prognostic Indices and Brain Metastases 

 

 A prognostic factor is a characteristic of a patient and/or underlying cancer that can be used to 

estimate the likelihood of the occurrence of a clinical important event such as survival, tumour control, 

and/or disease recurrence.  Prognostic factors are different from predictive factors, which is separately 

defined as variables that are related to treatment response.  A prognostic index (PI) utilizes combinations 

of known prognostic factors to define distinct groups or categories of patients with distinct clinical 

outcomes.  There are multiple uses of PI in medicine including: patient counseling regarding prognosis, 
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reporting of clinical outcomes by PI, the definition of clinical trial eligibility, clinical trial stratification of 

randomization, and support of treatment decision-making.   

 

 Prognostic factors can be related to relevant outcomes of interest by univariable calculation of 

either an odds ratio (for binary outcomes) or hazard ratio (for continuous outcomes).  The relative 

strength of various prognostic factors can be determined by multivariable modeling either with a logistic 

regression approach (for binary outcomes) or Cox proportional hazards regression (for continuous 

outcomes).  Prognostic indices can be created directly from such multivariable models or alternatively, 

special statistical approaches (e.g. recursive partitioning analysis or artificial neural networks) can be 

used to define risk categories related to both binary and continuous outcomes.   

 

 The identification of relevant risk categories for relevant outcomes such as overall survival and 

lesion control in patients with brain metastases is of clinical importance. Reported patient overall survival 

prognosis can vary from a median of 3-6 months (for WBRT in multiple brain metastases to greater than 

1 year (SRS or neurosurgical resection for single metastasis).  Accurate identification of patients with a 

relatively good prognosis allows for the application of more aggressive therapies to a patient population 

that is most likely to benefit from such therapy.  Conversely, patients with limited survival characteristics 

should be spared potentially futile treatments with significant side-effects.  This is particularly important 

in patient populations with uncontrolled extracranial disease and poor performance status as they are not 

likely to benefit from the local control afforded by aggressive therapies. 

 

Table 2: Brain Metastases Outcome Definitions 

Outcome Definition 
  
Overall Survival Time between either diagnosis/completion of treatment to death/last 

follow-up visit 
Local Control Lack of recurrent disease in treated lesion(s) 
Regional Control Lack of recurrent disease intracranially outside treated lesions 
Intracranial Control Lack of any recurrent disease within the cranium 
Extracranial Control Lack of recurrent disease outside the cranial contents 
Neurological Death Cause of death attributed to lack of intracranial control of disease 

 

 A variety of prognostic factors have been shown to be significantly related to patient prognosis 

including: age, performance status, extracranial metastatic disease, control of primary disease, primary 

tumour site, interval between initial and brain metastases diagnosis, number/volume of brain metastases, 

and steroid response [8].  Of these, performance status, and presence/absence of extracranial metastases 

have both been consistently shown to be strongly related to overall survival [6].   
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 Subsets of these prognostic factors have been combined into various PI in order to assist with 

decision-making, selection of patients for clinical trials, and outcome reporting in brain metastases [8].  

The three-category Radiation Therapy Oncology Group (RTOG) Recursive Partitioning Analysis (RPA) 

classification system was the first PI developed and has undergone significant post-development 

validation and clinical use [9,10].  Although the RTOG RPA is extensively used, it suffers from a large 

intermediate prognosis group limiting its clinical usefulness.  Various investigations into alterative PI 

systems have been conducted; however, a PI with optimal operating characteristics for appropriate 

decision-making has not been identified in the medical literature [8].  
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Advanced Radiotherapy for Brain Metastases 

  

A series of RTOG trials have established SRS as a safe alternative to surgical resection for 

patients with oligometastatic disease (1-3 lesions) within the brain (Figure 1).  The phase I RTOG 9005 

clinical trial established dose recommendations of 15–24Gy (for 1-3 lesions <4 cm) based on observed 

CNS toxicity at 3 months [11], which was confirmed in other clinical trials. The pivotal RTOG 9508 

randomized clinical trial, randomized 333 patients with 1–3 brain metastases between WBRT alone 

versus WBRT plus single fraction SRS boost [7]. Patients treated with WBRT+SRS had improved or 

stable 6 month KPS, improved local control, and decreased use of steroids.  A trend towards superior OS 

was observed in the WBRT and SRS cohort (6.5 vs. 5.7 months, p = 0.13) with a significant (but modest) 

OS benefit for the subgroup of patients with single brain metastases (6.5 vs. 4.9 months, p = 0.04). The 

authors concluded that WBRT plus SRS should be considered standard treatment for patients with a 

single brain metastasis and considered for other patients with 2–3 brain metastases. 

 

 
 

 Although SRS treatment for brain oligometastases is commonly employed to achieve lesional 

dose (and dose/fraction) escalation, the use of highly conformal image-guided fractionated stereotactic 

radiation therapy (fSRT) can also be used to achieve this goal.  In particular, various fixed-field and arc-
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based radiotherapeutic platforms including three-dimensional conformal radiation therapy (3DCRT), 

intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT), intensity modulated arc therapy (IMAT), volumetric arc 

therapy (VMAT), simplified IMAT (SIMAT), serial tomotherapy, and helical tomotherapy (HT) provide 

highly conformal and efficient delivery of radiotherapy for a variety of clinical scenarios.   

 

Table 3: Brain Metastases Radiotherapy Technologies 
 

Technology Acronym Definition 
   
Three Dimensional 
Conformal 
Radiation Therapy 

3DCRT Use of multiple non-modulated fields to treat a radiotherapy 
target while avoiding organs at risk 

Intensity Modulated 
Radiation Therapy 

IMRT Use of multiple modulated fields to treat a radiotherapy target 
while avoiding organs at risk 

Intensity Modulated 
Arc Therapy 

IMAT Use of one or more modulated arcs to treat a radiotherapy target 
while avoiding organs at risk 

Simplified Intensity 
Modulated Arc 
Therapy 

SIMAT Use of one or more non-modulated arcs to treat a radiotherapy 
target while avoiding organs at risk 

Volumetric 
Modulated Arc 
Therapy 

VMAT Use of one or more modulated arcs with additional technological 
degrees of freedom (variable rotation speed, MLC modulation, 
and variable dose rate) 

Serial Tomotherapy ST Slice by slice delivery of arc-based intensity modulated 
radiotherapy 

Helical 
Tomotherapy 

HT Helical delivery of arc-based intensity modulated radiotherapy 

 

 Two of these technologies (helical tomotherapy and volumetric arc therapy) are specifically 

relevant to the content of this thesis (Figure 2).  Helical tomotherapy combines intensity-modulated fan-

beam radiotherapy with helical treatment delivery and megavoltage computed tomography (MVCT) 

imaging for integrated patient positioning and treatment delivery [12].  Volumetric arc therapy utilizes 

intensity-modulated arc radiation therapy principles for planning with the addition of modulation of 

gantry rotation, dose-rate and multi-leaf collimator speed to achieve efficient highly conformal delivery 

[13].  When combined with an image-guided radiation therapy system, integrated patient positioning and 

treatment delivery is achievable in a similar manner to the helical tomotherapy system.  Both systems can 

be used to deliver simultaneous in-field boost (SIB) radiotherapy (e.g. whole brain radiotherapy with 

integrated lesional boost during each fraction of radiotherapy) as opposed to sequential boosting.  

Additionally, all systems can be used to plan and deliver therapy to the lesion alone (without sequential or 

integrated WBRT). 
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 An ongoing controversy in the literature relates to the identification of the optimal fSRT regimen 

to achieve comparable outcomes to SRS in terms of local control and overall survival.  Additionally, 

possible neuro-cognitive decline associated with the WBRT component of SRS therapy has some 

investigators questioning the utility of this intervention for oligometastatic brain cancer patients [14].  

However, the prevention of recurrent brain metastases can have important positive neurocognitive effects 

as well as significantly improving local control, distant brain control and overall intracranial control [15]. 
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Thesis Outline 

  

 The aim of the thesis is to investigate two important aspects of the clinical care of patients with 

brain metastases.  The first research theme is related to prognostic indices and prognostic modeling of 

important clinical outcomes.  The second research theme will examine fSRT (i.e. WBRT+SIB) by 

generation of a new knowledge translation, clinical trial protocols/results, and comparative database 

analyses. 

 

 Chapters 2 and 3 focus on the comparison of existing prognostic indices for the prediction of 

overall survival in patients with brain metastases. Chapter 2 presents a quantitative comparative 

systematic review of published primary and validation reports of brain metastases prognostic indices.  

Chapter 3 also presents a comparative analysis of published brain metastases prognostic indices; 

however, this comparison utilizes individual patient data from patients treated with fSRT and SRS. 

  

 The next two chapters relate to two modeling projects for the prediction of overall survival and 

lesional control.  Chapter 4 investigates the optimization of non-linear artificial neural network overall 

survival modeling compared against more traditional logistic regression modeling and pre-existing 

prognostic indices.  In the context of SRS treatment, Chapter 5 presents a new recursive partitioning 

analysis based on SRS dose and MRI lesion phenotype for the prediction local control. 

  

 The remaining chapters are focused on the second research theme of fSRT treatment in terms of 

knowledge translation, clinical trials, and comparative analyses.  Specifically, Chapter 6 summarizes the 

available fSRT literature in a systematic review; and also compares fSRT to other commonly employed 

treatments including whole brain radiation therapy, SRS, and neurosurgery. 

  

 Chapter 7 reports the results of a successfully completed multi-institutional phase I clinical trial 

assessing the maximally tolerated dose of HT SIB treatment (35-60 Gy/10 fractions to lesions with 

30Gy/10 fractions to the whole brain) for patients with oligometastatic brain metastases. 

  

 The next two chapters investigate inter-platform radiation therapy treatment comparisons. 

Chapter 8 compares two fSRT SIB treatment regimens (35-60Gy/10 fractions with HT delivery used in 

London, Ontario versus the 40Gy/5 fractions scheme with VMAT delivery used at VUMC, Amsterdam) 

in terms of overall survival and intracranial control.  Chapter 9 details the results of a propensity score 

matched analysis comparing fSRT SIB treatment (combined Chapter 8 database from Amsterdam and 
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London, Ontario) vs. SRS lesion alone (no whole brain component) treatment, in terms of overall survival 

and intracranial control. 

  

 Chapter 10 presents the published protocol for an ongoing multi-institutional phase II clinical 

trial assessing the phase I maximally tolerated dose of fSRT HT as determined in Chapter 7. 
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Summary of Research Databases 

  

 A total of four unique individual patient databases (VUmc fSRT SIB, VUmc SRS, LRCP phase 

I fSRT SIB, and LRCP off protocol fSRT SIB) and two systematic review databases (PI and fSRT) were 

utilized for research detailed in this thesis (Figure 3).  Six additional databases (arc-based fSRT, 

combined fSRT/SRS database, and a subset of the combined fSRT/SRS database with >6 months 

potential follow up which was subdivided into a testing database, cross-validation database, and 

validation database) were created for various aspects of research depicted in this thesis.   
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